
Gnimmel: The Gname

a. Background
Gnimmel is a strange planet, far out in the galactic disk, where the dominant race has a brain
consisting of hundreds of independent ganglia, which are synchronized through their effects on the
external world. Thus, every little gnimlet and gnimlette must learn massively parallel programming
soon after he or she is weaned. How this skill was learned when the gnimling species was young
nobody remembers: today it is learned by playing The Gname.

b. Introduction to The Gname
In the Gname there are many independent interacting entities, each executing a simple algorithm.
The goal is to produce a global result by giving each entity an algorithm such that, when they interact
according to known interaction rules – the laws of gnimmics – the global result is produced. Only the
lowest levels of the Gname are accessible to the human mind, of course: they are one of the few
Gnimmifacts that human ethnologists are able to understand. Here’s the most basic outline.

When the Gname is played the player gets a sequence of levels one after the other. Successfully
completing one level causes the Gname to go on to the next. At the beginning of a level a ‘landscape’
appears on the screen, as shown in Figure 1. A landscape consists of pieces of ground of variable
thickness, shown grey, an entrance, shown with an arched top, and an exit, shown with a rectangular
top.

Figure 1

Entities called ‘Gninnies’ enter the level through the entrance, rolling a level-determined direction,
and leave through the exit. Gninnies continue rolling until they reach the end of their piece of
ground, or until they hit an obstacle in the landscape. Reaching the end of a piece of ground, the
unsupported gninnie falls, and when it hits ground below it continues rolling in the same direction.
When a gninnie hits an obstacle it reverses direction and rolls away in the opposite direction. In
Figure 1 gninnie A, after entering moving right, follows the path indicated and leaves at the exit.

Each level, along with its landscape provides the player with a target: a specified number of
gninnies which enter, and a specified number of gninnies which must reach the exit. Success at
achieving the target allows the player to move to the next level, which is harder to solve; failure forces
the player to play the same level again. In the level shown in Figure 1 gninnie A gets to the exit
without player intervention; in real levels gninnies don’t reach the exit unless the player manipulates
them appropriately, as described in §d. Player Interaction.
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c. Game Dynamics
Unfortunately, gninnies can get lost, as shown in Figure 2. They can fall off the end of a piece of
ground into the pit, never to be seen again, or they can roll off the side of the landscape, again never
to be seen again.

Figure 2

In Figure 2, gninnie A will be lost by falling into the pit, and gninnie B will be lost by rolling out of
the frame. Landscapes can also contain obstacles, also shown in Figure 2. Gninnies bounce off
obstacles, leaving them at the same speed in the opposite direction. Gninnie C will bounce back and
forth forever between the two obstacles.

When gninnies meet one another going opposite directions they simply pass through one another:
think of them passing in depth on a sidewalk, and nicely saying, ‘Hello.’

d. Player Interaction
The player can interact with a gninnie in two ways: by temporarily freezing it into an obstacle, off
which other gninnies bounce, or by making it dig.

A gninnie is turned into an obstacle by clicking the centre mouse button while the tracker is inside
it. Figure 3 shows gninnie B after it has been frozen. Its presentation is changed to indicate its static
nature. Because B is frozen it acts as an obstacle to gninnie A, which bounces back in the opposite
direction.

Figure 3

B can later be unfrozen, by a second click with the centre mouse button while the tracker is inside it.
Then B will continue rolling in the same direction as before it was frozen.

Finally a gninnie can be made to dig by clicking the right button of the mouse when the tracker is
inside it. It digs straight down, punching a hole through the ground where it is, then falls through the
hole. The hole is exactly like empty space: any gninnie approaching it from either side falls straight
down. This is illustrated in Figure 4. Gninnie A dug at point X, and is now falling. B coming behind
A, is also falling, and will follow A to the exit.
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Figure 4

This completes the ‘basic’ gname, which you will implement.
When players first see the landscape on a new level they must create a plan to get enough gninnies

to the exit, then execute the plan successfully. To make certain you understand the player’s task make
a plan to get gninnies to the exit in Figure 5, where the gninnies leave the entrance rolling to the
right. (If five gninnies enter, what is the maximum number that can get to the exit? Answer: four.)

Figure 5

e. Comments
Presentation. I have used a very simple presentation for the diagrams in this document, and the
description goes along with the presentation. However, there are much more interesting metaphors
available to you. Gninnies, for example, don’t need to look like wheels which roll; they could just as
easily look like snakes that slither, or sheep that walk. Such modifications can make a Gname that is
much more attractive to the user.

Colour. All known versions of the Gname are in greyscale, white black & grey, like this images in
this document. Perhaps the inhabitants of Gnimmel were colour-blind; perhaps they took pleasure in
their ability to create visually interesting presentations using minimal means. Your implementation
should also be greyscale, to show off your knowledge of the first rule of visual design, ‘Less is more.’

Exits & obstacles. A technical point about exits. Gninnies cannot leave by an exit by falling on top
of it. If a gninnies falls on top of an exit it keeps rolling beside the exit in the direction that it was
rolling when it stared falling. The same rule applies to obstacles.
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f. Appendix
In the first version of this assignment gninnies bounced back when they met each other, and there
was a more interesting way of digging, both of which I found hard to consign to the bit bucket. Here
they are, for what they’re worth. They’re not part of the assignment, but if the world were a more
ideal place, they would be! Perhaps I am underestimating the abilities of third year students; if so, let
me know: I have them ready to use in future offerings of the course.

f.1. Bouncing
When gninnies meet one another they also bounce off, going back in the opposite direction from
which they came. In Figure 6, gninnies A and B are travelling in the same direction toward the
obstacle. B hits it first and reverses direction, then hits A at point X, where both reverse direction.
Then B hits the obstacle a second time, reversing direction again, after which both gninnies are lost
to the left, now travelling in the opposite order, A first, B second.

Figure 6

f.2. Digging
Finally a gninnie can be made to dig by clicking the right button of the mouse when the tracker is
inside it. It digs diagonally down in the direction it is rolling when the mouse button is clicked, and it
digs more slowly than it rolls. The hole dug is big enough for other gninnies to enter, and they will
roll through the passage dug by the digging gninnie. But if the digging is not complete, they bounce
off the digging gninnie and go back up the hole. This is illustrated in Figure 7. Gninnie A started
digging when it was moving to the right at point X. B moving behind A, has almost caught up, and
before A succeeds in getting through the thick ground, will bounce off and be lost to the left. A, when
the digging is complete, will fall to the lower ground, and proceed to the exit.

Figure 7
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